
TALL TIMBERS LONGLEAF GUN
Commissioned Exclusively for the 18th Annual Kate Ireland Memorial Auction 

TALL TIMBERS LONGLEAF GUN PACKAGE VALUE: $90,000
STARTING BID: $50,000

 The conservation of the longleaf ecosystem in the Southeast is a large part 
of the mission of Tall Timbers Research Station and Land Conservancy, which 
is based outside of Tallahassee, Florida in the midst of the Red Hills Region, a 
threatened and diverse ecosystem home to more than 60 rare species of plants 
and animals – and Bobwhites.
 As a tribute to this iconic Southern ecosystem and gamebird, Tall Timbers 
commissioned Scottish bespoke gun maker David McKay Brown to create “The 
Longleaf Gun”— a 28-gauge round-action side-by-side embellished with classic 
scroll intertwined with longleaf pine motifs (cones, needles, foliage) and a still life 
of bobwhite by collaborating artist C.D. Clarke.  Italy’s Mirko Agnellini engraved 
the gun.  It represents a unique alliance between an American painter, an Italian 
engraver, and a Scottish gun maker to create a one of a kind best-quality bespoke 
gun. 
 The Tall Timbers Longleaf Gun is thematically the first of its kind and will 
be sold at the 18th Annual Kate Ireland Memorial Auction being held at Pebble 
Hill Plantation in Thomasville, Georgia on September 20th.  The collection 
includes the original C.D. Clarke watercolor that inspired the bobwhite game 
scene engraved on the Tall Timbers Longleaf Gun, as well as a once-in-a-lifetime 
experience: a wild quail hunt and clay target shoot on one of the most prestigious 
of the iconic Thomasville, Georgia quail plantations-Longpine.  All proceeds from 
the sale of the gun, and other auction items, will go to conserving and expanding 
wild bobwhite populations and the longleaf ecosystem across the Southeast. 

TO BID on the 
Tall Timbers 
Longleaf Gun by 
proxy, call or text 
Bill Palmer
 at 850-544-0078.
Provide the 
maximum amount 
you wish to pay.
As bids are 
placed, we will 
bid for you up to 
your maximum 
amount.
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“Side-by-Side”, 10 ½ “x 12 ½” C.D. Clarke original watercolor included in the 
Tall Timbers Longleaf Gun package


